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Dear Parents
Lincoln Knights’ Trail
As you may be aware whilst we have been working on our Castles and
Knights Project, we have also been painting our very own Lincoln Knight
named Sir Aquilam. He is coming along nicely and you will be able to
see him soon, but as the main Lincoln Knights' Trail is launching this
Saturday on the 800th anniversary of the 1217 Battle of Lincoln you
could visit those instead. All 36 full size sculptures will be installed and
the trail will be available to follow across Lincoln. Free trail guides are
available from the Lincoln Visitor Information Centre
or you can download the map from:
http://www.knightstrail.com/assets/downloads/knights-trail-map.pdf
A city-wide day of events and activities are taking place to mark the iconic date. Don't miss free
shield making workshops to be a part of the medieval procession at 1.30pm and the reenactment at Lincoln Cathedral at 2pm.
Off to the Caribbean …
This week, Year 5/6 completed their Caribbean Project which had been so rudely interrupted by SATs
preparation and testing with an open afternoon for parents to see the amount of learning the class had
experienced. Not only were they and special guest Canon Andrew Vaughn, treated to spectacle for the eyes,
but also, facts, music and poetry, as well as the amazing smells and tastes from the Caribbean banquet laid out
for everyone to enjoy. Every curriculum area had been weaved into their work and the event capped off the
learning perfectly …

“Wow, Wow, Wow…
Amazing Presentation and
Amazing Food”

“What an amazing amount of work
Class 4 have achieved! Thank you for
sharing it all”

Eagle School Fayre
The posters and banners are up and about … we hope that you all have got
this date in your diaries and will be able to join in the fun. It is always a
fantastic day and if you can offer any help or donations along the way look
out newsletters and flyers coming home in the next few weeks. Thank you.
Kind regards, Hayley Adams

“Fantastic … Well done
Class 4, it was brilliant.
Amazing Jerk Chicken”

